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Electrical Engineering
Fast and efficient. 
On time, on budget.

Solutions for Electrical Engineering, Cabinet Engineering, Fluid Power,  
Piping & Instrumentation Diagrams, Building Automation and Electric Installation
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WSCAD
A reliable supplier and partner

For more than 25 years WSCAD offers software-based 
engineering solutions that help companies accelerate their 
product development process, substantially reduce engi-
neering costs while simultaneously improving the quality. 
WSCAD provides fast and reliable engineering software, 
offering sensational value for money and outstanding 
value for electrical schematic and controls design, panel & 
enclosure layout, piping and instrumentation, fluid power 
diagrams, building automation and electrical installation.

WSCAD is part of the Buhl Group, an owner-operated 
software company, located in Neunkirchen, Germany (in 
the state of North Rhine-Westphalia). Founded in 1984, 
the company now has over 650 employees and generates 
a turnover of more than €90 million. Buhl Data Service is 
also producing the renowned WISO tax return software for 
the German economics and consumer magazine ‘WISO’.
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Standardization, reuse, and automation significantly accel-
erate engineering and design time while ensuring higher 
quality work results. Process consultancy delivers real 
business benefits by implementing standardized proce-
dures, automated tasks and engineering reuse. With more 
than one million items, wscaduniverse.com is by far the 
largest library of symbols and manufactured parts on the 
market and the only one that supports both WSCAD and 
EPLAN* users alike. Additional services such as training, 
ERP/PLM integration, import and export of other CAD for-
mats or transformation of paper documents into CAD files 
complete the portfolio.

Serving customers from all over the world: over 50 em-
ployees working at the Bergkirchen and Würselen sites 
join forces with an international world-wide network of 
resellers to support over 30,000 customers.
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WSCAD – Scalable and Modular
Seven good reasons for choosing WSCAD

Superior price/performance ratio

When compared with competing products, the  
WSCAD solution offers virtually the same functionality 
at a substantial cost benefit of up to three times.

1 Data integration and compatibility

WSCAD’s affordable services rapidly convert electri-
cal CAD schematics (also from paper) to various CAD 
formats, providing significant added value.
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End-to-end integrated CAD/CAE solution for  
electrical engineering

Symbols and parts are managed in a central database. 
Symbols created in one engineering discipline are 
automatically available in other disciplines and chang-
es are being managed automatically. This consistency 
within the application prevents errors, saves time and 
increases transparency across engineering domains.
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Efficiency and Speed

WSCAD software is designed to maximize the  
Windows* performance power and to deliver fast 
results! WSCAD ProjectWizard enables users to place 
multiple macros (design templates) in the circuit dia-
gram with a single click of the button. Through reuse 
(macros) and engineering automation (ProjectWizard) 
customers can increase the speed and quality of their 
work and substantially reduce design time.
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Easy-to-Use

‘Out-of-the-box’ productivity enables users to quickly 
see results through fast and intuitive functionality and 
individual user administration.
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Largest parts and symbols library

With more than one million items, wscaduniverse.com 
is by far the largest parts and symbols library for elec-
trical CAD on the market and the only one that sup-
ports WSCAD and EPLAN* users alike.
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Experience gained over decades

With more than 25 years of experience WSCAD deliv-
ers fast and reliable electrical engineering solutions.
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Different levels of functionality are available within WSCAD 
software. Pricing is differentiated by functionality resulting 
in affordable entry-level licenses.

WSCAD focuses extremely on developing fast and intui- 
tive software. Engineering standardization, reuse, and 
automation significantly accelerate engineering and design 
time while ensuring higher quality work results. Users can 
save a lot of time by placing symbols that are linked to 
their corresponding parts data in the electrical schematics. 
It has never been easier to successfully deliver challenging 
projects within tight scheduling and budget constraints 
while simultaneously improving the quality.

WSCAD software solutions are available for several engi-
neering disciplines. Different customer requirements are 
met through flexible licensing and pricing.

Efficient design and engineering – flawless documentation

     FE – Fluid Engineering

     BA – Building Automation
     
     EI – Electric Installation

     EE – Electrical Engineering

     CE – Cabinet Engineering
     
     PI – Piping & Instrumentation Diagrams
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Central database

All symbols and parts are managed in a central database. 
Symbols created in one engineering discipline can auto-
matically be used in other disciplines. Changes are being 
managed automatically. This way WSCAD prevents errors, 
saves time and increases transparency across engineering 
domains.

Standardization and automation

WSCAD ProjectWizard optimizes and streamlines the  
design process, similar to a modular design system. Multi- 
ple circuit components (templates) can be placed as a unit, 
even across multiple pages. The entire diagram is then 
created through a single click of the button, including all 
attached lists. A high degree of standardization in engineer-
ing saves time and increases quality. After a machine break-
down for instance, maintenance personnel can find prob-
lems faster because all diagrams have a consistent look.

Macros and macro variants (reuse)

A macro is a template consisting of several circuit parts 
such as a drive unit including connections, circuit breaker, 
contactor, terminal strips or cables. With WSCAD Pro-
jectWizard all these templates (macros) can be stored in 

WSCAD – Offers Great Functionality
Work quickly and secure

Central Database

Piping
Instrumentation

Fluid
Power

Electrical 
Engineering

Cabinet
Engineering

Electrical 
Installation

Building 
Automation
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a library and placed in the diagram with a single click of 
the button. This reuse of templates simplifies the design 
process and speeds up the workflow considerably while 
increasing the quality. Moreover different types of macros 
– macro variants – can be created. For example, a macro 
called ‘Pump A’ consists of a 5-kW pump including all as-
sociated parts; the macro ‘Pump B’ may contain the same 
grouping but the design is for a 25-kW pump. Switching 
pumps is now a matter of seconds. Macro variants can be 
used in all engineering disciplines of the WSCAD solution.

Data import

Another new feature enables users to import Excel spread-
sheets from third-party CAD applications into WSCAD 
including information such as function text, device tags, 
product data, and calculated values. Control cabinet 
layouts or item lists can now be created without the circuit 
diagram, thus enabling concurrent engineering. During the 
import the data is automatically matched with the central 
WSCAD database. This feature is extremely helpful at the 
start of a new project, where it saves a lot of time.
 
Performance

Software performance is a high priority for WSCAD: zoom-
ing in and out of circuit diagrams has been boosted sig-
nificantly, PDF conversion/export is now three times faster, 

selection of items is four times faster, and opening pages 
takes 30 percent less time. The new WSCAD solution also 
uses the power of 64-bit Windows* operating systems, 
increasing potential memory capacity to 16 million GBytes.

User rights

User rights can now be defined across various engineering 
disciplines. Privileges are assigned for a discipline or a 
project: a project can be protected against unauthorized 
access or accidental changes, or parts data can be pro-
tected by blocking editing rights for certain users or user 
groups. This feature increases the overall security of the 
projects. But it also enables international project teams to 
manage their data across various engineering disciplines 
and locations.

Multilanguage support

WSCAD is available in several languages. In addition to 
the menu structure, the signal and data point manage-
ment, the central database and wscaduniverse.com all 
offer support in several languages. WSCAD facilitates 
international project coordination and can be used around 
the world.

The WSCAD electrical CAD solution is available for six 
engineering disciplines.
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With the Electrical Engineering (EE) discipline engineers 
can design and document different low- and medium-volt-
age circuits for machines and plants in industry or building 
automation. Switchgear and control cabinet builders, fa-
cility managers, maintenance companies, and electricians 
can use this user-friendly software to work with wiring 
diagrams and preview documents.

Main functionality:

 Design of electrical systems, equipment and devices

 Design and assembly planning

 Manufacturing planning, installation and inventory  
 planning

 Schematic circuit diagrams, distributor plans and  
 control cabinet assembly plans for the installation and  
 automation technology

 Terminal strip diagrams, cable and site equipment and  
 component lists

 ITC systems and network maps

 Low- and medium-voltage power distribution design

 Editing and revisioning of existing documentation for  
 maintenance and repair

WSCAD in Electrical Engineering
Efficient design and documentation
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Technological advantages at a glance:

    Symbols according to DIN EN 81346

    Internationally-accepted VDE symbols used for electric  
 installations

    Design control cabinet assembly plans from compo- 
 nents within the project database

    Automatic management of circuit protection, PLC units,  
 terminal strips, cables and part data of various manu- 
 facturers

 Monitoring and correction features for the design of 
 wiring diagrams

 Functionalities are available across various engineering 
 disciplines

 Data export for automated manufacturing process and  
 integration in Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)  
 systems

 Export of intelligent PDF files

 Import data from DWG/DXF or PDF files

 Unicode foreign language translation Efficiency in electrical engineering, e.g. with WSCAD Elec-
trical and WSCAD Maintenance.
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Control cabinet design can be really fun with WSCAD 
Cabinet Engineering (CE). Control cabinets, mounting 
plates, cable channels, and rails are selected for each 
manufacturer from the material database. Control cabinet 
components are automatically created, adapted to scale, 
and positioned. Placement support ensures optimal use of 
the available space. Components and parts are checked 
during the design process.

WSCAD Cabinet Engineering optimizes design decisions 
by integrating CAD and manufacturing in the early design 
stages. It ensures optimal processes and cost-efficient 
production. All data is available for manufacturing pro-
cesses. The data can be stored in a file or transferred 
directly to manufacturing machines (e.g. Steinhauer*) or  
to create wire harnesses (e.g. CadCable*).

Main functionality:

 Tailored to your needs and flexible: design can begin 
 either with the control cabinet or the circuit diagram

 3D wire routing and wire length calculation in the  
 control cabinet to optimize the cable harness

    Automated cabinet wiring while considering various 
 voltage levels

 Generation of all important documents for automated  
 manufacturing (wiring lists, drilling/CNC data, parts  
 lists)

 Standardized designs through the use of templates for  
 control cabinet layouts (cabinet macros)

 Placement support and collision checks

WSCAD in Cabinet Engineering
Brilliant and easy
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Technological advantages at a glance:

 Design true-to-scale

 Visualize the fill area of the cable channel

 Needs-oriented designs: Start the control cabinet  
 design without the wiring diagram

 Collision checks

 Auto-routing of connections

 Calculation of wire lengths

 Interfaces to automated manufacturing

Calculations of filling degree and collision checks with 
WSCAD Cabinet Engineering provides optimized control 
cabinet designs.
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Process engineers and designers can create piping and 
instrumentation diagrams using the new P&ID (Piping & 
Instrumentation Diagrams) discipline. The software in-
telligently links points of measurement and devices to 
schematic circuit diagrams or objects in other engineering 
disciplines. By keeping these logical relationships, system 
errors can be quickly detected and eliminated. Each mea-
suring point has a unique, sequential number. The unique 
number of a measuring point can be linked to a manufac-
turing equipment. Later in the engineering process this 
information can be used and evaluated to automatically 
create various labels and lists. Piping and instrumentation 
diagrams that are imported from DXF/DWG files can be 
augmented with intelligence and ‘brought to life.’
 
All symbols are referencing to the central WSCAD data-
base. Therefore temperature sensors or level indicators 
created in P&ID diagrams can be used directly in sche- 
matic circuit diagrams or in the electrical installation. 
Changes are automatically applied across the various 
engineering disciplines. This accelerates the engineering 
process, increases transparency of the overall design and 
reduces errors.

Main functionality:

 Create piping and instrumentation diagrams integrated  
 with the electrical schematics

 Link P&ID measuring points with objects in other  
 engineering disciplines

 Link measuring point numbers with symbols

 Display measuring point numbers for symbols

 Import/export measuring point numbers

 Automatic numbering of measuring points

 Overview of the equipments and utilities (BOM) used  
 with measuring points

 Manage measuring points to navigate rapidly between  
 measuring point components

 Use the measuring point browser to search, replace  
 and sort

WSCAD for Process Design
Flow charts for piping and instrumentation
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Technological advantages at a glance:

 Symbols according to DIN 10628-1

 Various media types according to DIN 2403

 Convert measuring points from DXF/DWG format into  
 logical elements (measuring points)

WSCAD P&ID can be used to efficiently design plants and 
process.
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The Fluid Engineering (FE) module is the tool for design-
ing pneumatic and hydraulic machinery and installations. 
The FE discipline includes all the benefits of the WSCAD 
Electrical Engineering software with additional special fluid 
power functions.

With WSCAD Fluid Engineering maintenance engineers 
and maintenance companies have access to a compre-
hensive set of tools for integrated design and documenta-
tion of all mechatronic tasks – quickly and efficiently.

Main functionality:

 Pneumatic and hydraulic design

 Draft and assembly planning

 Manufacturing planning, installation and inventory  
 planning

 Revisioning existing documentation for maintenance 
 and repair

 Complete documentation using bill of material and field  
 device lists

WSCAD for Fluid Power Engineering 
It’s in the flow
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Technological advantages at a glance:

 Symbols according to DIN ISO 1219

 Automatically generated tube labels

 Connection diagram including pipe information

 Generate lists for tubes, equipment and bill of materials  
 for fluid elements

 Unicode foreign language translation

 Import/export data from DWG/DXF or PDF files

Working efficiently in fluid power engineering with WSCAD 
Fluid Engineering.
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The software packages WSCAD BAControl and BAProject 
are ideal CAD engineering tools for BACS engineers and 
system installers. Through an easy and efficient workflow 
the software supports a vendor-independent design of 
building automation control systems in energy-efficient 
buildings, ranging from the first draft to the final assembly 
and construction documentation.

The colored representation of BACS plant and function 
diagrams in all popular CAD formats with the subsequent 
evaluation all BACS functions, materials, field devices and 
cables, provide constant transparency and traceability 
throughout the project. The interdisciplinary integration of 
all material data in the electrical CAD environment (genera-
tion of wiring schematics, panel layout planning, electrical 
installation and distribution plan) completes the integrated 
software package.

Large symbol and macro libraries, a parts and compo-
nents browser attached with a data point browser enable 
rapid editing for devices and cables and lead to a sim-
plified workflow. A clever data point and signal manage-
ment enables easy handling of all BACS objects, devices, 
signals and functions.
 
Using a plug-in allows automatic installations and address 
identification – from marking the building on the plant and 
location labeling to the signal identification. 

The workflow can be continued efficiently by importing 
files (DXF/DWG, PDF or standard image formats) from 
other engineering disciplines such as heating, ventilation, 
air conditioning, and electrical engineering.

Main functionality

 Design and documentation in accordance with the  
 VDI 3814 and VDI 3813 guidelines and BACS standard 
 DIN EN ISO 16484

 Planning and design BACS, assembly, installation and 
 inventory

 Manufacturing planning, documentation for  
 construction and execution

 Format-independent automation schemes and diagrams

 Creation of BACS function lists in accordance with  
 VDI 3814, 3813, BACS standard ISO 16484

 Automation and field device documentation

 Lists for BACS functions, field devices and components 
 such as valves, sensors etc. and cables

 Representation of the data and object structures in the 
 diagrams

 BACS system and network maps

WSCAD for Building Automation
Design of building automation and control systems (BACS)
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Technological advantages at a glance:

 Symbols according to DIN 19227 and DIN EN 81346

 BACS Symbols for controllers, HVAC and room  
 automation

 Symbols for electric installation, control cabinets and  
 electrical distribution engineering

 Automated key system for plant-, facility-, resource-  
 and signal identification

 Presentation of the detailed data and object structures 
 in BACS diagrams

 Plant parts and assemblies macros

 Integration of images, symbols and external documents

 Import floor plans, diagrams and drawings as DWG/DXF 
 or PDF files

 Export various lists to Excel: valves, cables, field  
 devices and component data

 Quantity takeoff

Innovative building automation system design with the 
WSCAD Building Automation.
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The Electrical Installation (EI) discipline is available for the 
complete planning and documentation of high- and feeble- 
current equipment for industrial and building automation 
systems. It supports designers and contractors during all 
phases of the project from concept to completion. Due to 
the integration with other disciplines such as Electrical En-
gineering and Building Automation tasks can be managed 
quickly and efficiently – building control systems, low volt-
age installations, antenna systems or fire alarm systems.

Users can design the distribution of electricity throughout 
the building as well as the location of the equipment in 
machinery, plants and buildings. Facilities and buildings 
can be designed in the layout, the functional overview and 
the installation structure. The different views are linked 
automatically.

Once the plans are created, the software automatically 
calculates all the required material. This streamlines the 
process and greatly reduces the effort for calculations, 
quotations and offers.

Main functionality:

 Design and documentation for construction and  
 execution

 Installation, plant, and inventory planning

 Design electric installations

 Design low-voltage and low-current equipment

 Design building control systems

 Design of hazard detection systems such as fire alarms 
 and burglar alarms

 Design wiring diagrams, electric distribution and control  
 cabinet assembly plans

WSCAD for Electrical Installation
The perfect tool to design electric installations
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Technological advantages at a glance:

 Symbols used for electric installation and distributors

 Symbols according to DIN EN 81346

 Floor plans true to scale

 Import floor plans and drawings from DWG/DXF or  
 PDF files

 Scale imported floor plans

 Layer management

 3D-control view

 Define installation zones and housing units

  Cross document device links via skip marks

 Automatically generate distribution diagrams

  Quantity surveying

Working efficiently in installation technology with WSCAD 
Electric Installation (EI).
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Electrical equipment and systems designers can save 
enormous amounts of time by importing parts data and 
symbols from different component manufacturers into  
their diagrams. With more than one million records,  
wscaduniverse.com is currently the largest library for 
electrical CAD parts and symbols on the market. WSCAD 
users with a valid maintenance contract can access the 
manufacturers’ data directly from their WSCAD software  
or via the Web portal.

Moreover users of the EPLAN* P8 CAD solution can down-
load the parts data in EPLAN* format and use it in their 
diagrams, for free. After registration, they gain free access 
to the portal.

Manufacturers can immediately leverage a two-fold advan-
tage by entering their products into wscaduniverse.com: 
First, they can place their products directly into the engi-
neering process of the customer and gain direct access 
to their customer. Second, this service is free of charge. 
WSCAD bears the expenses for creating the symbol parts 
data and operating the portal. Manufacturers simply hand 
over their new product data or the already created EPLAN* 
files to WSCAD and the data will be available to WSCAD 
and EPLAN* users.

Main functionality:

 Over one million symbols and parts data

 Free of charge for WSCAD and EPLAN* users

 Free of charge for manufacturers of components  
 and equipment

 Multilanguage support for parts data (depending  
 on manufacturer)

 Access directly from the WSCAD application  
 (maintenance contract required) or via the Web portal 
 wscaduniverse.com

 Free registration required for new users
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Technological advantages at a glance:

 Quick search of manufacturer, groups of parts,  
 or products

 Product properties are used as filter functions

 Previews of products, the corresponding data and the  
 available language versions

 Symbols and parts can be downloaded using the  
 shopping cart feature

 WSCAD users with valid maintenance contract can  
 import the parts directly from the application

wscaduniverse.com – the only library for electrical CAD 
parts and symbols with more than one million items for 
WSCAD and EPLAN* users.
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Training: at customer premises or at your WSCAD 
training center

WSCAD and partner training centers are within reach,  
centrally located, and quiet. The participants learn to use 
WSCAD software in a relaxed atmosphere in small groups 
and also find out some extra tricks. Our experienced 
trainers can tailor the course to the individual needs of the 
participants. The courses cover beginners training and 
specialized seminars. On request, trainings can be held at 
the customer’s premises.

Workshops for optimal software use and efficiently

Individual workshops match the requirements of the 
customer with the efficient use of the WSCAD solution on 
the job. This includes design across various engineering 
disciplines, the generation of mechatronic part lists, manu- 
facturing-oriented documentation and the appropriate 
standards for equipment id-tags. Our consultants can help 
you define assignments, location and product aspects 
according to IEC 81346, IEC 61355, ISO 1219, and NFPA. 
Or we can help you implement the optimal solution for 
engineering reuse and standardization. Of course, we can 
also assists with the integration of WSCAD in the existing 

IT environment. This includes connectors to Enterprise 
Resource Planning (ERP) systems and document manage-
ment systems (PDM/PLM). But WSCAD can also help with 
data archiving, project management in network environ-
ments and SQL infrastructures. 

Data integration and conversion

If electrical CAD data is available in a third-party CAD 
format we have special, affordable services that convert 
your data into the WSCAD format. Or vice versa for exam-
ple from WSCAD into EPLAN* P8 format. Fast and reliable. 
Paper and PDF documentation can also be converted to 
WSCAD, AutoCAD* or EPLAN* P8 format. And we can 
also include all handwritten changes so you can enjoy a 
perfect and complete documentation.

Support: friendly, capable and fast

Our employees working in support, development and 
customer services collaborate, so customers can expect 
a high level of competence when calling our support line. 
80 percent of all requests are solved within ten minutes, 
additional 15 percent within two hours.

WSCAD Services
Get the best results
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Software maintenance – always up to date

WSCAD is constantly enhancing its software solutions to 
ensure all new market demands and customers require-
ments are met. The software maintenance contract is an 
essential part of the WSCAD software solution. It provides 
customers with:

 Technical support

 Always up-to-date software

 Free updates

 Access to wscaduniverse.com - an extensive database  
 with symbols and manufacturer parts data - and direct  
 import of parts data into WSCAD application

 Access to the WSCAD User Forum

 Access to the password-protected download area

 Compliance with new standards and regulations

 Predictable IT expenses

* Brand names, logos and trademarks used herein remain the property of their respective owners. The listing of any firm or their logos is not intended to imply any endorsement or direct affiliation with WSCAD electronic GmbH.



Germany

WSCAD electronic GmbH
Dieselstr. 4
D-85232 Bergkirchen
Phone: +49 8131 3627 0
Fax: +49 8131 3627 50
E-mail: info@wscad.com

Austria

WSCAD Software GmbH
Doblerstr. 46
A-8502 Lannach
Phone: +43 3136 81800 0
Fax: +43 3136 81800 20
E-mail: office@wscad.at

Switzerland

M+S Industrielle Automation AG
Ohrbühlstrasse 25
CH-8409 Winterthur
Phone: +41 052 243 01 01
Fax: +41 052 243 01 05
E-mail: info@msia.ch

Great Britain

Leonardo Computer Systems LTD.
Moyglare Farm, Stoney Heath,
Ramsdell, Hampshire
RG26 5SN
Phone: +44 1256 851185
Fax: +44 1256 851118
E-mail: support@leonardo-cad.co.uk
WSCAD seminars in english

Italy

WSCAD Italia
Via Castello 9, I-37067 Valeggio sul 
MincioVerona
Phone: +39 45 637 03 63
Mobil: +39 340 461 36 53
E-mail: italy@wscad.com

Benelux

ATS Applied Tech Systems B.V.
Korenstraat 33
NL 7722 RS Dalfsen
Phone: +31 529 43 83 10
Fax: +31 529 43 83 19
E-mail: info@ats-global.com

Poland

Sigma CE Sp. z o.o.
95-070 Aleksandrów Lódzki
ul. Piotrkowska 87
Phone: +48 42 6110 305
Fax: +48 42 6110 306
E-mail: wscad@sigmace.pl

Slovenia

ELCON d.o.o.
Company for automation, 
development
and engineering
Ljubljanska cesta 80, p.o. box 47
1230 Domžale 
Phone: +386 1 724 00 40
Fax: +386 1 724 00 42
E-mail: info@wscad.si

Hungary

MD-Mérnök Iroda Kft.
Kalocsai u. 47/B 
H-1141 Budapest
Phone +36 1 2205 596
Fax: +36 1 2205 596
E-mail: info@wscad.hu

Romania

ACS Total Software SRL
Piata Romana 13/46
401139 Turda
Phone: +40 264 286 225 
Mobil: +40 745 024 906
E-mail: sales@wscad.ro, 
acstotalsoftware@gmail.com

China

http://www.turing.cn/
Shanghai Turing Info Technology 
Co., Ltd., Add: Room 1003, 2nd 
Building, No. 251 Songhuajiang 
Road, Shanghei
Phone: + 86 21 54032893
Fax: + 86 21 54032832
E-mail: pansg@turing.cc

Taiwan (ROC)

EUMAX Automation Corp.
355 Daying St., Nantun District
40861 Taichung / Taiwan (ROC)
Phone: +886 4 23201198
Fax: +886 4 23206162
E-mail: wscad@eumax.tw

Singapur

Contronix Technology Pte Ltd
21 Bukit Batok Street #27-84 
WCEGA Tower
658065 Singapore
Phone: +65 6844 4440
Fax: +65 6844 4441
E-mail: sales@contronix.com.sg

Südafrika

MIMIC Crafts LTD.
Booysens, 2091, RSA
17 Ramsay Street 
Phone: +27 11 689 5700
Fax: +27 11 493 8821
E-mail: carric@mimic.co.za

WSCAD SA 
Gerhard Van Der Merwe
1 Wisteria
47 Piet Joubert Street
Monument 
Krugersdorp 1739
Phone: +27 82 591 3855
E-mail: gerhard@wscad.co.za

Contact


